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Founding Research
Engineer for our

Deep-Tech StartUp
wanted

AMB Technology is looking to extend its passionate team with a similarly passionate,
creative, experienced industry expert who is ready for the next big opportunity in their life.
If you excel at creating AI products with a focus on Computer Vision in B2B while
successfully scaling tech-teams and still maintaining sanity, read no further and send a
message to people@amb-technology.ai

If you, however, still want to make sure you would be like a fish in water with us, then we
have some more details for you!

Who we are:

We are a remote early-stage start-up focused on human-centric AI. We have a big vision, early
prototypes, international partners, and first friendly customers who want to democratize the digital
detection, reconstruction, and measurement of humans with us.

That's why we are researching and inventing in the fields of computer vision and data science,
focusing on the efficiency and safety of humans in multiple industries. Step by step, we arrive at a
platform to enable the input and output of any data concerning human bodies. Our target industries
currently include, but are not limited to automotive, off-highway, industry 4.0, fashion, medicine.
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Who we are looking for:

We are looking for a special breed. You are an exceptional Senior AI Engineer, interested in solving
complex problems at the intersection of Computer Vision, ML, and Embedded Engineering. You are a
strong team player who sees the bigger picture and can also break it down, is hands-on, and is happy
about embracing the talent of juniors.

As a founding research engineer at AMB-Technology, you will lead and work alongside a team of
engineering, research, and business people and play a foundational role in inventing, designing,
building, and scaling products and talent. For this, you bring excellent communication skills, especially
when it comes to sharing results and ideas with teams of different backgrounds (internally and
externally).

You are naturally gifted with a StartUp mindset and this allows you to push thoughtful action with a
minimum given direction. Your spirit and grit always carried you and the ones you motivated over
bumpy roads and will do so while building new technology with us.

You are not afraid of making decisions, you can take the pain to drive them, and you have the
experience to know when to pivot. It's because you are aware of technical debt, and know when it
makes sense to research, build or simply download a solution. You have proven that you can ship
products and understand markets and the customers within the estimated time and effort you
calculated.

You can do all of this because you can execute while strategizing.

What you bring:

● Minimum of 5 years work experience in Computer Science, Electrical Engineering, Biomedical
Engineering, or related fields with a focus on Computer Vision

● 3+ years of experience building AI products including iterations through rapid prototyping

● Hands-on experience in creating Deep Neural Networks, also with ML frameworks (like
PyTorch, TensorFlow, Keras) and  ML-related services (AWS, Google Cloud, Microsoft Azure)

● Deep hands-on experience building computer vision systems involving algorithm development
in fields such as image segmentation, registration, tracking, feature extraction, detection, and
classification.

● Solid experience in Python, C++, OpenCV for a quick demonstration of ideas as well as
robust, efficient, scaled-up software systems.

● Experience in working with embedded systems is a plus

● A proven track record of leadership in the technical area

● Experience in projects with research partners

● Experience in publishing papers and patenting is a plus
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What we offer:

● A driven and international team that shares fun and sweat

● A respectful environment with candid and fast exchange

● Flexibility and ownership in work

● Remote work

● Impactful technical innovation, challenging state-of-the-art tech

● A vision to share and a direct impact on its success

● A fair compensation consisting of salary and shares

Have we sparked your interest?

Write a message to people@amb-technology.ai

Looking forward to getting to know you personally!
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